CHAPTER 7: VEDIC METRE
The fifth branch of the Vedåãga is Chhandas, Vedic Prosody or Meter. His
Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi has encapsulated the total knowledge of Chhandas in
one word, Measuring. In his theme of dividing the whole Vedic Literature into streams of
texts that are Âi∑hi predominant, Devatå predominant or Chhandas predominant, he has
identified Chhandas (prosody) as a Devatå predominant text. He writes:
Chhand is one of the structuring dynamics of Âik Veda. It highlights the
MEASURING quality involved in structuring Âik Veda. With reference to
consciousness, Chhand comprises the specific sets of Laws of Nature that are
engaged in promoting the quality of Devatå within Saµhitå, providing a structure
to the eternally silent, self-referral, self-sufficient, fully awake state of
consciousness, which is intimately personal to everyone.1
H.M. King Nader Råm has correlated Chhandas with neurotransmitters and
neurohormones. Neurotransmitters and neurohormones, as for example those produced
by the pituitary gland, discussed in the previous chapter, function with great precision,
targeting specific membranes, cells or organs in the body. Neurotransmitters move within
the gaps between neurons; neurohormones move in the blood stream in order to reach
their target organs. There are eight target organ systems whose activities are influenced
by the action of neurohormones and neurotransmitters (Please refer to Figure 38): 1) The
gastrointestinal-excretory system, 2) the pulmonary system (lungs), 3) the haematologicimmunologic system comprising the red and white blood cells, and their stems 4) the
neurological system, 5) the cardiovascular system, 6) the musculo-skeletal system, 7) the
endocrine-reproductive system, and 8) the dermatologic system. Hormones flowing
throughout the body in the bloodstream reach their target organs because the organs have
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receptors on the surface of the cell membrane that are specific to the molecular shape of
that hormone. The hormone functions like a key fitting precisely into the lock, which
is the receptor on the cell membrane. When the key fits into the lock, i.e. when the
neurohormone reaches the cell membrane and combines with the receptor, then the
channel governed by that receptor is opened, like the opening of a door in the cell.
Depending on the type of receptor, the fitting of the key into the lock may result in the
opening of an ion channel in the membrane, or in a cascade of activities inside the cell.
Hart describes this phenomenon as follows:
The body’s organs and cells have to communicate with each other in order to
function and to survive. As their language, they use a great variety of specialized
chemical messengers that include the neurotransmitters and the hormones.
Serotonin and other messenger molecules pass signals from one cell to another by
interacting with special gatekeeper molecules called receptors. It is a lock and key
system, in which each messenger molecule can unlock and activate only a specific
receptor type. When a messenger molecule attaches to the proper receptor, the
receptor triggers a series of responses within the cell, which may then release its
own messengers to pass the information on to yet other cells. . . .
About thirty neurotransmitters have been identified, some of them very
specialized and others with a range of job duties in different parts of the brain and
nervous system.2
Each of the eight organ systems has its own unique receptors that recognize the
specific neurohormones and neurotransmitters intended for them. Some receptors are
responsive not only to the specific endogenous hormone that fits like a key into a lock;
their activity may also be triggered, or conversely, blocked by drugs. Chemicals that
block the receptor site, keeping the neurohormone from reaching its destination and
fitting into the lock, are called antagonists; chemicals that open the door by fitting into
the lock, are called agonists.
H.M. King Nader Råm explains the transformation or Devatå quality of the
neurotransmitters and neurohormones as follows:
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The transmitter operates like a key that fits into a specific lock and allows the
opening of the door. The receptor is the lock, and the response . . . is the opening
of a channel (like opening a door). In this manner, Chhand has a value of
transformation (opening or closing a channel); in addition, the term Chhand refers
to the hiding quality (the transmitter covers the receptor). The receptors are
located on the surface of the cells in the organ systems.3
Because of the precision with which the target organ is activated by the
neurohormone, activating processes within specific cells, the number of transmitter
molecules released into the blood stream will be in proportion to the number of cells
activated, and hence to the overall level of activation of the target organ system. Thus a
quantified or measured response is achieved, and this represents the measuring quality in
the physiology.
Chhandas measures the number of syllables in the ®icha or verse of the Veda. The
main textbook of Chhandas, Vedic metre, is Piãgalachhanda˙s™tra. The text has eight
chapters with a total of 315 S™tra. H.M. King Nader Råm has correlated the eight
chapters of the Piãgalachhanda˙s™tra with the eight organ systems targeted by the
neurohormones and neurotransmitters. Sastri summarizes the topics of the eight chapters:
The first chapter of the Chhanda˙s™tra contains definitions and the second
chapter deals with number of syllables in the metres like Gåyatr¥ etc. The third
chapter covers various characteristics of the Vedic metres and their feet etc. The
fourth chapter contains åryå vaitål¥ya Chhandas. The fifth chapter covers
‘ardhasamav®tta’ and the sixth contains metres with six syllable feet up to those
with twelve syllabic ones. The seventh chapter covers thirteen syllabic feet up to
twenty-six syllable feet and their characteristic features. The eighth chapter
contains gåthå and praståra etc.4
Beginning and ending S™tra are as follows:

zNd"x;S]m(
p[qmoå?y;y" )
/I≈IS]Im( 1 vr; s; y( 2 k; guh; r( 3 vsu/; s( 4
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s; te Kv t( 5 kd; s j( 6 ik˘ vd .( 7 n hs n( 8
gO l( 9 gNte 10 /[;idpr" 11he 12 l* s" 13 Gl* 1
4 a∑* vsv îit 15
îit p[qmoå?y;y"
aq i√tIyoå?y;y"
zNd" 1 g;y]I 2 dwVyekm( 3 a;surI pçdx 4
p[;j;pTy;∑* 5 yjuW;' W$( 6 s;ª;' i√" 7 Ac;' i]" 8
√* √* s;ª;' v/eRt 9 ]I'S]InOc;m( 10 cturítur" p[;j;pTy;y;" 11 Ekìk˘ xeWe 12 jÁ;d;surI 13 t;Nyui„,gnu∑ëBbOhtIp…¤i]∑ëBjgTy" 14 itßiStß" sn;ª‰
Ekìk; b[;˜‰" 15 p[GyjuW;m;„yR îit 16
îit i√tIyoå?y;y"
***concluding chapter***

aq a∑moå?y;y"
a];nuˇ_' g;q; 1 k⁄@±mldNtI .(t* n(g* ig≤N{yrs;" 2
vrtnunR(j* j[* W@±rs;" 3 jl/rm;l; m(.* s(m* smu{vsv" 4 g*rI n* r* 5 lln; .(t* n(s;iv≤N{yWRy" 6
knkp[.; s(j* s(j* g( 7 k⁄i$lgitn*R t* g( SvrtRv"
8 vrsuNdrI .(j* s(n* g* 9 k⁄i$l; m(.* n(y* g* vedrssmu{;" 10 xwl≤x%; .(r* n(.* .(g* .Utrse≤N{y;i,
11 vryuvtI .(r*
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y(n* n(g* 12 aitx;…ynI s* j(.* j(g* g( idk™Svr;" 13
aivtq' n(j* .(j* j(l* g( 14 viSv≤N{ysmu{;íeTkoiklkm( 15 ivbu/ip[y; r(s* j* .(r* vsuidx" 16 n;r;
ck˘ n* r* r* 17 iviSmt; y(m* n(s* r* g( rstuRSvr;" 18
x≤xvdn; n(j* .(j* j( j(r* ®{idx" 19 i√k* Gl* 20
…m≈* c 21 pOqGl* …m≈;" 22 vsv≤S]k;" 23 lıeR
24 swkÉ g( 25 p[itlomgu,' i√l;R¥m( 26 ttoåPyek˘
jÁ;t( 27 i√rıeR 28 Âpe xUNym( 29 i√" xUNye 30
t;vd/eR tÌu…,tm( 31 i√¥URn' tdNt;n;m( 32 Ekoneå?v;
33 pre pU,Rm( 34 pre pU,R…mit 35
îTy∑moå?y" )
sm;¢í;y' g[Nq" )
5
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